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ACMHE Member Newsletter
We’re excited to share some of the recent publications, event announcements, and accomplishments
of ACMHE members! If you’d like to share your news, email carrie@contemplativemind.org.
Member names appear in bold type.

Recent Publications
The College Mindfulness Workbook
Elizabeth Catanese and Kate Sanchez
The College Mindfulness Workbook (Kendall Hunt, 2021) written by
ACMHE members and Community College of Philadelphia English
professors Elizabeth Catanese and Kate Sanchez includes exercises,
prompts, and readings that help college students develop skills like
time management, collaboration and personal reflection through a
mindfulness lens. Each exercise has been tested and honed over time
by the authors in their own college classrooms, where they have witnessed the power of these techniques to increase students’ success,
mental health, and overall well-being. If you are interested in learning
more, please email ecatanese@gmail.com or visit: https://he.kendallhunt.com/product/college-mindfulness-workbook.

M’Balia Thomas announces two new articles:
This is how I incorporate “lazy” and “slow” practices into
my pedagogy (Thomas, 2022). Published on the blog,
“Being Lazy & Slowing Down.”
From “Slow” to “Being ‘Lazy’ and Slowing Down” and
the Impact on Student Learning (Thomas & Carvajal-Regidor, 2021). Published in Teaching & Learning Inquiry,
Vol. 9, No. 2.
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We Got Soul, We Can Heal: Overcoming Racial Trauma Through Leadership,
Community and Resilience
Phyllis Jeffers-Coly
Centering and celebrating Blackness, We Got Soul, We Can Heal calls on us to
explore the ways that integrating SOUL (culture) and contemplative practices
can deepen our capacity for self-care, healing and restoration. For us both
individually and collectively. We Got Soul, We Can Heal offers us relevant and
valuable healing resources, cultural and contemplative. In addition to reminding us what we know about race-based stress and trauma, We Got Soul, We
Can Heal calls on us to celebrate and embrace our SOUL and its transformative and healing power in order to change what we believe about ourselves
and our capacity to change the world. Jeffers-Coly offers us a rich mix of creative, humorous and spirited wordplay along with loving encouragement and
the hard-won insights and heart wisdom of a seasoned elder-mentor-teacher
living in Senegal, West Africa and the United States.
https://diasporicsoul.com/2021/08/13/pre-order-we-got-soul-we-can-heal/
Available April/May 2022

Journal of Contemplative Inquiry, Issue 8 (2021)

Authors include Heather Burns, Vanessa Cornett, Maureen Hall, Karolyn
Kinane, and Emily McRobbie. Edited by David Sable and Trudy Sable.

The Journal of Contemplative Inquiry (ISSN: 2333-7281) is an online peer-reviewed journal which advances the understanding, development, and application of contemplative and introspective methods in order to serve a vision of higher education as an opportunity for cultivating personal and social awareness
and an exploration of meaning, values, and engaged action. JOCI is published
by CMind, the Center for Contemplative Mind in Society.
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Announcements
Giving Thanks To…
A Sentipensante Assignment
Jenna Hartel, Faculty of Information, University of Toronto

Giving Thanks to… is a novel assignment for university-level
students of any field. Inspired by contemplative pedagogy
(Zajonc, 2013), the assignment encourages “sentipensante” (Rendón, 2011), that is, a balance of mind and heart. In a
nutshell, students are invited to write an informed and heartfelt thank you message to a scholar whose work is not yet
canonical, affirming their contribution to the literature. Once
placed into the mail, these bespoke missives are microaffections (Burklo, 2016) that socially construct a more appreciative and inclusive space within that field. This video and paper presents the educational context, the assignment’s main
components, example outcomes, student feedback, and the
instructor’s reflections. Here is a link to an online exhibition
about the project and to detailed assignment guidelines that
other educators may borrow.
References
Burklo, J. (2015). Microaffection: the antidote to microaggression. Retrieved from https://www.huffpost.com/entry/microaffection_b_8631396
Rendón, L. (2011). Cultivating una persona educada: A Sentipensante (sensing/thinking) vision of education. Journal of
College & Character, 12(2), 1-9.
Zajonc, A. (2013). Contemplative pedagogy: A Quiet revolution
in higher education. New Directions for Teaching and Learning, 134 (Contemplative Studies in Higher Education Special
Issue), 83-94.
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Anthropology Course & Student Exhibition on Resilience and Imagination

The Objective Awareness and
Mindfulness Measure (OAMM)

Mike Kimball

Corissa Mazurkiewicz:

I teach an anthropology course called “The End of the World,”
which invites students to turn toward the truth of impermanence and supports their journey of discovery of how, through
time and around the world, we humans have cultivated—and
are cultivating—resilience and imagination through adaptation and social transformation. The class is divided into three
parts: The Past, which explores the archaeology of civilizational “collapse” (spoiler alert: actually, transformation!); The
Present, which surveys the work of cultural anthropologists
who are embedded in societies around the world that are
responding to the impacts of climate change; and The Future,
which invites us to use our “anthropological imaginations” to
envision the future through creative expression.

Researchers from Yale, University of Connecticut, and Pacific
University are currently collaborating on the development of a
new mindfulness measure for teachers. The Objective Awareness and Mindfulness Measure (OAMM) utilizes contextually situated, recall of classroom interactions from teachers which will
be analyzed using machine learning. The OAMM seeks to efficiently reduce or eliminate bias in mindfulness and awareness
assessment by working with diverse contemplative practitioners in developing the algorithm that will be used for machine
learning. The goal of this tool is to support future research into
mindfulness, wellbeing, and effective classroom practice.

Here’s a news article on a gallery exhibition opening that
features my students’ profoundly inspiring works.

If you are a practitioner, researcher, or funder interested in
supporting our work, please contact Dr. Almut Zieher at almut.
zieher@yale.edu.

The Crossroads of INFORMATION & LOVE
(A Top-10 List and Video Valentine)
Jenna Hartel, Faculty of Information, University of Toronto

Q. How do you invite an academic discipline to talk about
love?
A. Send them a Valentine!
That’s what I did in early February, 2022. I created a video entitled The Crossroads of INFORMATION & LOVE, which delineates, in 4 minutes, 10 different ways that my field of Information
Science engages the concept of LOVE. (Please note that this is
NOT a topic with much visibility--yet.) I then sent the video to
my Faculty, students, and various mailing lists. Most viewers
were surprised to learn about embodied information, affective computing, and bibliotherapy, all information-related concepts that have love at their core. Later, a scholar commented,
“That was so uplifting! Thanks, Jenna, my heart is full.” I believe this video could serve as inspiration and a template for any
academic discipline to reveal its own relations with our most
powerful state of being (LOVE).
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Contemplating Music: A New Blog
John Morrison has a new blog, Contemplating Music, that
deals regularly with issues near and dear to most of us who believe in the value of contemplation in teaching, learning, and life
in general. This month’s post, “My stove is teaching me lessons”
draws parallels between music-making and fire-building, with
the nexus of patience fostered by contemplative practices.

A Study on Mindfulness for Teachers’
Equitable Decision Making
Lindsay Romano (she/her) is a third year
PhD student in the Teaching and Learning
Department at New York University with
a focus on Special Education. She was
recently awarded an early career Varela
Grant through the Mind and Life Institute to conduct her dissertation research.
Through the grant and her dissertation,
Lindsay will study mindfulness as a method of promoting
teachers’ equitable decision making when establishing classroom environments of belonging while minimizing exclusionary discipline. She is particularly interested in examining
whether working with teachers to develop habits of mindfulness may help reduce racial biases in disciplinary procedures.
Lindsay is a former high school Special Education teacher and
hopes to continue working in academia, translating research
and theory into practice to create more equitable school communities.
See more about the Varela Grant here: https://www.mindandlife.org/grant/mindfulness-and-the-reduction-of-racial-disparities-and-disproportionality-in-school-discipline/

ACMHE Member Forum
The ACMHE Member Forum is a way for you to connect
with fellow members and a broader audience interested
in contemplative practices and academia. The forum is
publicly viewable, but you must be logged into the ACMHE website to post or reply.
The forum will replace the (old) member email discussion
list as on March 1st. (Yes, the email discussion list will be
closing soon!) If you like receiving email notifications, you
can “subscribe” to the forum or to any topic threads that
interest you to receive updates via email.

Visit the Member Forum
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Calls for Proposals & Papers
Call for Proposals:
Contemplative Practitioners in Higher
Education: Showing Up in our Fullness
Editors: Michelle Coghill Chatman, David Robinson-Morris,
LeeRay Costa, Karolyn Kinane
What does it mean to be a contemplative practitioner attentive
to issues of power, racism, and marginalization in higher education today? How has your contemplative practice impacted
your work as a teacher, scholar, leader, community activist?
How does your practice sustain you? How do you navigate non
life-affirming structures and harmful environments while seeking to transform them?
This forthcoming volume centers the stories and narratives of
contemplative practitioners in higher education who are working to manifest a more liberatory, compassion centered, and
antiracist academy. Our intention is to build upon and expand
the important work of the foundational 2014 text by Daniel Barbezat & Mirabai Bush, Contemplative Practices in Higher Education: Powerful methods to transform teaching and learning.
We invite proposals for personal essays + contemplative practice descriptions from contemplative practitioners in higher education, including community colleges and 4+-year institutions.
We welcome proposals that invite readers to meet you in your
fullness, to share with readers how contemplation anchors your
transformational work and your commitments to creating more
just, equitable, and liberatory institutions. We ask that you pair
your essay with a description of a practice that is meaningful
to you so that readers may further explore practices offered by
contributors.
We are particularly interested in proposals that explore contemplative practices and methods that arise from the experiences
of groups historically marginalized in the academy and that
advance the creation of more equitable, just, and caring communities. We welcome proposals from contemplatives working
across higher education including activists, scholars, administrators, practitioners, staff, students, librarians, and teachers
who connect contemplative methods to liberatory, Critical,
feminist, womanist, anti-oppression, Indigenous, decolonizing,
Open, trauma-informed, and other similarly aligned pedagogies, methodologies, and epistemologies.

Accepted proposals (due April 1, 2022) will showcase the deep
and varied ways contemplative approaches enhance the lives
of folks working in higher education as well as their students,
colleagues, collaborators, programs, and institutions. Completed essays (due November 1, 2022) will range from 1,000-7,000
words including Practice Description.
Read the full call and proposal guidelines at
https://www.contemplativemind.org/cfp22
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From Paul Blankenship:

Events & Courses
Writing Your Spiritual Autobiography:
A Five Month, Online Course
Starts 2/26!
Kerr Mesner
Spiritual Autobiographies are for all of us! Join us for a five
month class where we will explore the art, craft, and mystery
of writing the deeper stories of our lives. Whether you are an
experienced writer or this is brand new to you, this class is designed to meet you where you are. This is not a class on grammar, editing, and “getting it right”! Instead, this class focuses on
the spiritual craft of writing… how, within sacred space, we can
access and give words to the mystery of our own lives. Designed
for experienced writers, those who are brand new, and everyone in between.
To learn more, click here, and to find out about sliding scales
and to register, click here.

Grace Helms Kotre:
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Roxane Chan:

Racial Healing Circles for Nurses

There are many paths toward social justice and health equity and many hands are needed
to make change happen. The American Holistic Nurses Association (AHNA) is particularly
aware of how fostering a more compassionate health care system would lead to a more just
health care system. Building a compassion healthcare system calls us to engage in dialog
and introspection around inclusion and equity so that we may process our past behavior
that was often the result of misconceptions about ourselves and others. Racial Healing
Circles are an established practice that can provide safe and sacred space for deep
discussion. Developed by Dr. Gail Christopher, racial healing circles have proven to be a
useful tool for having difficult conversations about life experiences, perceived differences
and creating opportunities for diverse groups of people to achieve things together that we
cannot achieve alone.
The AHNA diversity task force has completed a pilot racial healing circle session for nurses
where members of AHNA with social justice and healing circle work experience turned to
nursing literature to frame racial healing circles without our world. The circles are now
open to all nurses as AHNA moves forward providing safe and sacred space for changing
the social narrative.
Racial Healing Circles for Nurses

Circle Keepers
Dr. Lillian Brooks
Dr. Roxane Raffin Chan

1st Wednesday of the Month
Four sessions
March-June, 2022 6-7:30pm EST
Member $0.00
Non-Member Price $125.00
Enrollment limited to 25
Website: Specialty CNE (ahna.org)
Contact hours are based on attending 100% of the sessions
and completing a reflection page for each session and the
evaluation of the program
There is no conflict of interest to report
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Phyllis Jeffers-Coly:
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Phyllis Jeffers-Coly:
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Angelica Singh:
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Contemplative Practices for Higher
Education Conference: March 3-5, 2022
Juliet Trail

Featuring keynotes by Arawana Hayashi & David Loy,
pre-conference workshops,
and a half-day retreat with Ramaswami Mahalingam
The 2022 Contemplative Practices for Higher Education (CPHE) Conference will be the ninth year we have offered an opportunity for a variety of contemplative practitioners to come together in order to share the good work they have accomplished
within their respected fields. This gathering is sponsored by the Mid-Atlantic Contemplative Higher Education Alliance for
Research, Teaching and Services (C-HEARTS). The intention of this conference is to foster and encourage the integration
and sustainability of contemplative practices into our professional lives: in the classroom, in the research laboratory, in the
office, in healthcare, in the arts, and in the workplace.
Learn more & register:

https://inside.msmary.edu/cphe/2022/

Want to include your news & announcements
in the next member newsletter?
Visit acmhe.org/newsletters

